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“Wealth Preservation…, Liquidity Enhancement…,

Capital Appreciation…, Buying Parity Preservation…, & Insurance Against Paper Currency Depreciation….!”
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The big picture:

Financial 

markets 

are going 

down

INVT target

is to preserve

wealth

Markets go

back to basics

Gold base of 

liquid 

currencies

Invest in major

commodities

Gold is the 

Strongest

Among

commodities

Invest in Gold

As currency

And as

commodity

EVEN 

BETTER

INVEST IN 

GOLD 

PRODUCTION

RESULTS:

ROI Production Margin

ROI in Royalty

ROI in L/S Books

Wealth preserved in Gold
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Acquiring 

Shares

In Treasures

The client receives gold

that can be 

sold/compounded/

financed in an

L/S Book

L/S book to 

add up

Revenues

The Corporation builds

A portfolio of shares in gold 

Mining companies

We acquire

in liquidity 

royalties

From capital increase

of Mining Companies

The main process 
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The Financial Return on Investment: How?
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Gold Market Fundamentals:

Gold is a store of value asset

Growth
Global growth prospects are looking 
strong

Increase in demand for Gold

Infrastructure scarcity

No “Bubble”

RE market fundamentals

RE/Bonds/Stocks are a return on 
value assets

Stocks and bonds perform best in a 
stable political climate with strong 
property rights and little turmoil

The Big Picture: Gold markets vs. Real 

Estate/Stocks markets: Diversification

Gold Production Fundamentals:

Gold is a return on value asset that 
allows storage in future value

Always performing positively

Gold production is a mixture of the 
two asset classes
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Gold as a new Asset Class

High Yield and ROI driven by S/L book

Gold market has been yielding up since 

2001

With all financial systems crashing down, 

sentiments of investors are driven 

towards gold

Risk Elimination

While currencies fluctuate based on their 
backup reserve on gold and political 
variations, gold can be perceived as a 
currency that eliminates the risk of 
fluctuation and external macro influences.

independent of exchange rate variations 
and political manipulation

Gold as an Asset Protection Program

Gold preserves 100% of its stored value 

Gold is protected against inflation, 

devaluation and other economic inherited 

in flat currencies

High Yield and ROI driven by Production of 

Gold as Commodity

According to the World Gold Council, the 

annual demand for gold is 1000 tonnes in 

excess over mine production
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Rationales for Investing in Gold
Gold is liquidity, & Currency. 40% of all Gold of the world is held at Central Banks, IMF, & Bank of International Settlement as a monetary 
standard.

Gold is the only viable insurance. The US dollar is not viable insurance because there is simply too much of it and that amount is growing every 
day. That makes the US dollar untrustworthy.

Gold is the only viable insurance. Clearly equities (with the exception of precious metals shares) are not.

Gold is the only viable insurance. US Treasury bills are not because the yelling at all the rating agencies in Washington today just might get US 
credit downgraded.

General commodities have been viable, but by nature they are too wild and from now on will be selective until Weimar appears

Banks cannot offer insurance as they are in the main bankrupt.

Insurance companies cannot offer you sound insurance as they are now broke by OTC derivatives.

Money market funds are not insurance, making gold the only viable insurance.

Retirement programs are no longer insurance and with Motor‟s bankruptcy pending they can simply disappear into Chapter 11.

Pensions are simply too large for the government agency to insure.

Jobs are no longer insurance as companies are run by lawyers and accountants.

Gold has no liability attached to it and is therefore the only viable insurance as honest money.

Gold is universally exchangeable, making it the only viable insurance.

Gold has historically performed perfectly in maintaining buying power, making it the only viable insurance.

Gold is the only viable insurance because it is Honest Money without liability or agenda.

Since gold is the only viable insurance and because everyone needs it, gold will trade at levels of at least $1200 and $1650.
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Rationales for investing in Gold related asset class

Safe Haven

Completely free of credit risk, although it bears a market risk, gold has always been a secure refuge in unsettled times.

Its „safe haven‟ attributes attract wise investors.

Managing Wealth

Gold has proved itself to be an effective way to manage wealth. For at least 200 years the price of gold has kept pace 
with inflation. In 1999, Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board of the United States of America, said: 
“Gold still represents the ultimate form of payment in the world.”

Effective Performance

Another important reason to invest in gold is its consistent delivery within a portfolio of assets. Its performance tends to 
move independently of other investments and key economic indicators. Even a small weighing of gold in an investment 
portfolio can help reduce overall risk.

Maintaining Long Term Value

Market cycles come and go, but gold has maintained its long-term value. Jastram (1977) demonstrated that in 
inflationary and deflationary times, in the very long term, gold kept its purchasing power. The value of gold, in terms of 
real goods and services that it can buy, has remained remarkably stable. In contrast the purchasing powers of many 
currencies have generally declined. This is why gold is often bought: to counter the effects of inflation and currency 
fluctuations.

Harmston (1998) concluded that over the long term, in spite of price fluctuations:

•Gold has consistently reverted to its historic purchasing power of parity

Gold has proved to an effective preserver of wealth

During periods of financial, economic and social turmoil, gold has been a safe refuge when the value of other 
assets was all   but destroyed. 

And a working paper published by the University of Sterling in 2000 says that while in the short run the effectiveness of 
using gold as inflation hedge may vary, in the long run, it remains reliable store of value. Gold As A Safe Haven Gold is 
among only a hand full of financial assets that is not matched by a liability. It can provide „insurance‟ against extreme 
movements on the value of traditional asset classes that can happen in unsettled times.
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Desire of Gold increases when:

Bank failures 

When dollars were fully convertible into gold, both were regarded as money. 
However, most people preferred to carry around paper banknotes rather than the 
somewhat heavier and less divisible gold coins. If people feared their bank would 
fail, a bank run might have been the result. This is what happened in the USA 
during the Great Depression of the 1930s, to which we are seeing a repeat today

Low or negative real interest rates 

If the return on bonds, equities and real estate is not adequately compensating for 
risk and inflation then the demand for gold and other alternative investments such 
as commodities increases. 

War, invasion, looting, crisis 

In times of national crisis, people fear that their assets may be seized and that the 
currency may become worthless. They see gold as a solid asset. Thus in times of 
great uncertainty, particularly when war is feared, the demand for gold rises
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Pyramid of the safest and most liquid assets
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Gold Vs. Real Estate and Stocks
Period Gold Stocks

Real Estate

Gold 

Production

Store value a return on value (i.e. 

growth plus dividends) 

Store + 

Return on Value

1800 - 1980

1980 - 2001

2001- Now
Increased 158%
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Risk Analysis and Comparison
Risk Assessment Gold Currencies / 

Stocks

Real Estate

Credit risk: the risk that a 

debtor will not pay

Non-Existent:

Gold is no one's liability (1)

Affected by inflation that 

affects the purchasing 

power

A deficient debtor can‟t find 

an exit plan for his asset

Liquidity risk: the risk that 

the asset cannot be sold as 

a buyer cannot be found. 

Non-Existent:

Demand is way higher then supply 

(2)

A stock can diminish in 

value to null  based in 

sentiments of the investors 

and the performance of the 

stock

Like we re witnessing lately 

where all investors are 

trying to protect their wealth 

and cutting liquidity from  

the market. Buyers are non 

existent

Market risk: the risk that the 

price will fall due to a change in 

market conditions 

Any major change in market 

conditions can‟t have an impact 

on equity returns but could 

reasonably be expected to affect 

the gold price in the short run. But 

Gold is less volatile then all other 

commodities (3)

Paper money is likely to go 

down in value due to 

economical factors of major 

countries.

Like witnessed lately in 

UAE, market prices are 

going down due to the ripple 

effect of the US financial 

crises
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Contractual Process
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The Structure 
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Portfolio Structure and Asset Allocation

Portfolio Strategy:
30% Bullion Book

30% Gold Mining Shares

30% Gold Royalty Book Swaps & Arbitrage.

10% Long/Short.

Bullion Book Value
Gold Bullion

Shares of Gold Mining Companies. 

Forward Production Contract. 

Preference Shares Issues (Gold Delivery).

Long/Short on (Bullion Physical Futures).

Note: The Bullion Book will carry mix of Gold and Cash.
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Objective
To define an investment opportunity for investors to invest in Gold and realize return over 2-3 

years span.

Objective 1

For a USD 10,000,000 (+) allocation.

We will build a USD 20,000,000 Physical Bullion delivery book 

on a 24 month cycle. And augment the portfolio by 

below strategy.

We will build a USD 20,000,000 Gold Book; Target a profit of 

around USD 4,000,000 profit for every 20% shift of 

Gold price up or down. On a Long/Short book, mainly 

trading the New York Comex market. The profits on 

this book is cash at call, and we can deliver physical 

Gold (bullion) or cash transfer on the profits. We 

recommend a 24 months to 36 months holding of the 

portfolio.

Or we can generate 100% exposure to our running portfolio at 

Treasures that has a diversified investment book

across, 30% bullion, 30% Gold production, 30% Gold 

emerging production and 10% Gold Long/short book.

Objective 2

For a USD 100,000,000 (+) allocation.

We will build a USD 200,000,000 Physical Bullion delivery book 

on a 36 month cycle and augment the portfolio by below 

strategy.

We can do a full or partial takeover of Gold production 

Companies some 2,000,000+ oz Gold reserve & resource, with 

a production of minimum 50,000 oz of Gold bullion per year for 

10 years+. Technically arbitraging some 500% to 800% return 

for the period. Above cost is at market price for our short listed 

Gold production companies, London stock Exchange or 

Sydney Stock Exchange.

Augment the above acquisition with a 100% overlay long short 

book, taking advantage of volatility and profit. For every 20% 

move of Gold price up or down, will have a USD 20,000,000 

cash flow.

We can swap the above for USD 100,000,000 bullion in the 

account name of client in fully redeemable and cash at call, 

physical Gold delivery in clients request.
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The Key Terms
Minimum Investment USD 5,000,000 (Syndicate USD 1,000,000)

Maximum Investment USD 1,000,000,000+

Target Rate of returns 30% Annual + Upside on the Gold Price

Custodial Bank 

(Segregated Account).

Any local Bank. i.e. HSBC or Standard Chartered.

Bigger Account. i.e. JP Morgan.

Gold Trading Market Comex, LME, DMCC, Zurich.

Bullion delivery platform Dubai, Zurich, or London

Bullion Gold Account Dubai, or Zurich, or London
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